INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR A RICHER LEARNING EXPERIENCE.
The advancement in audio visual technologies creating a major impact on how learning is delivered to students. Academics are relying on innovation and cutting-edge technologies in classroom, auditorium, and interactive learning spaces to teach, learn and inspire students.

Godrej AV Solutions brings innovative audio visual solutions to the education segment which helps both educators and students in effective communication. We understand the challenges faced by educators in engaging and educating modern students and offer effective solutions using state-of-the-art AV technology.

Godrej AV Solutions works closely with educators and institutions to design and implement the solutions required to achieve excellence in a digital learning environment. We offer audio visual products and solutions that seamlessly integrate audio, video, display, lighting equipment and system controls for all education applications.

**We offer following solutions for education vertical:**

- Digital Classroom Solutions
- Auditorium/Seminar Hall Solutions
- Distance Learning Solutions
- Video Recording, Streaming and Archiving Solutions
- Information Display (Digital Signage) Solutions
- Web Based Distance Learning Solutions
Digital Classroom Solutions

Digital classroom solutions are a technology-leveraged teaching-learning systems wherein the faculty is empowered to teach interactively and the students are inspired to learn with a quest for excellence. Our solutions are based on interactive, rich multimedia content-enabled education systems which illuminate abstract & difficult concepts with crystal clarity. It bridges the learning gap between teacher & student and helps them realise their true potential.

Our Solutions:

• Interactive delivery of lectures and messages
• Annotation facility through interactive touch panel display, interactive boards.
• Display devices with daylight view technology for clear projections in well lit class room
• Wireless projection systems
• Capture, recording and streaming of audio, video and presentation over IP network
• Multimedia lecterns for presenter for easy lecture delivery
• Designed to share audio, video, data, documents and 3-D objects
• Sound reinforcement (audio system) for clarity of speech in all parts of the room
The auditorium is, without doubt, the centrepiece of an institute's presentation and learning facilities. Discussions and communication with a larger audience requires a certain amount of precision when it comes to message delivery. To aid this process, we provide audio visual solutions that are engaging and conducive to such environments.

**Our Solutions:**

- State-of-the-art solutions for an interactive communication session between the lecturer and the audience
- Innovative, robust and feature rich solutions tailored to suit all requirements
- All audio visual devices controlled from one place using a touch panel control
- Acoustically designed audio system with voice uplifting helps in transmitting your voice naturally across the auditorium/ seminar halls
- Control to provide various lighting scenarios depending on the application
- Right projection size, lighting conditions to match size of hall to ensure excellent user experience
- Wireless projection systems for hassle free presentations
Distance learning breaks down the four walls of the classroom, bringing students and teachers together no matter where they are. Today's students can have access to experts around the world, and educators can reach students in undeserved and remote areas. Best of all, students no longer have to travel or relocate in order to study in their chosen field.

Our Solutions:

- Designed to bring different classrooms across geographies together
- State-of-the-art technology equips the instructor to effectively share data, audio, documents and video content to remote locations connected over a video conference facility
- Solutions with latest technology equipment gives complete flexibility to the professor and experience of a real classroom to the students
- Solution with high definition video conferencing system helps in better clarity of picture
- A high quality audio system ensures uniformly spread audio across the classroom
- Control from a touch panel system gives complete control and flexibility to the presenter
- Interactive device to annotate on presentation making explanations simpler to understand
- Connectivity to ensure easy and quick change of source for presenting
Whether a student missed a class due to absence or just wants to go over the content during their study time, our video recording, streaming and archiving solutions makes it easy to stay on track and reinforces knowledge transfer.

Our Solutions:

- Capable of capturing and managing classroom lectures, learning resources in full high definition for future reference
- Ability to broadcast live or recorded content, presentations and announcements
- Solution to manage content at a local storage server with ease of access
- Secure streaming of content through web portal over web
- Flexible authoring, publishing, and review workflows
- Support for uploading a wide variety of file types and recording from USB cameras
Access to information, when it comes to the education segment should be easier than ever. To make it easier for teachers, students, and staff we provide information display solutions to keep everyone informed and up-to-date.

**Our Solutions:**

- Electronic information display systems to showcase information
- Present useful information, images, videos and other messages at an eye catching position
- Communicate information such as class notices, messages, announcements, emergency bulletins and event promotions
- Helps in way finding and building navigation, including digital maps, building directories, and available student services.
- Helps in efficient distribution of content over network of multiple displays
- Central monitoring for easy management
- Helps in the improvement of communication with students, faculties and staff
Expand your reach and conduct classes via web-based distance learning solutions ensuring students participation from different geographic locations. Provide access to educational courses or programs for students who are unable to attend the institute physically for studies.

**Our Solutions:**

- Connect swiftly and securely with students, teachers, and colleagues
- Gain access to colleagues and experts from different geographic locations
- Reach students where, when, and how they’re most receptive to learning
- Tailored instructions to individuals by using advanced interactive features
- Deliver lectures and tutorials from anywhere to anywhere
- Enhance communication internally and externally to keep all members of the education community on the same page
- Remove the burdens of support and maintenance
- Reduce overall learning costs by eliminating travel and facilities cost
When it comes to audio solutions in the Education Segment, there can be no compromise. Clear and direct communication during emergency plays a crucial role in preventing chaos, ensuring safety and minimizes possible casualties. For clarity in announcements of all kinds, we provide innovative solutions that are of the highest quality.

Our Solutions:

- Paging, music, announcement and messaging
- Live and delayed announcements
- Pre-recorded announcements
- Zone specific announcements, multi zone and all call announcements
- Multi campus announcements over IP network
- Helps in the improvement of communication with students, faculties and staff
The Godrej AV Solutions Advantage
Being the leading AV Solutions provider in India, we bring expertise in integrating audio, video and conferencing technologies to the Education Segment. Our offerings include:

Project Design and Consulting
We offer complete design, consulting and expert advice services to our customers on audio visual project implementation. Our team of certified expert designers and consultants help customers in evaluation of AV projects, understanding technology and its applications, development of functional designs for state-of-the-art AV systems.

Project Integration and Installation
Our qualified project managers ensure that they fully understand customer requirement, ensure development of project charter, develop and communicate project management plan to all concerned, management and updation of project plan, monitor and control actual project work and ensure that what is expected is delivered.

Technology and Application Training
Our project managers and engineers ensure that effective end-user training process is followed which includes enlisting of customer personnel needs training, training obligations are clearly understood, preparation of training manuals and effective delivery of training is imparted to attendees. Collection of feedback is received from attendees and follow-up training is ensured, if required.

Customer Support and Maintenance
A single all India contact centre number allows customer across India to log in their post sales support requirements, get a ticket no. for the call logged and ensure that the support requirement is fulfilled. Customer will also get a feedback call from contact centre, to ensure that all post sales support requirements are fulfilled to fullest satisfaction of client.

Technology Upgrade
At Godrej AV Solutions, we ensure that the rapid changes in AV technologies are continuously monitored, understood. We make sure that new applications are developed on the based on new technologies and successful technology upgrade programmes are offered to clients to ensure they get maximum out of their AV facilities.